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Negotiate to achieve an agreed outcome
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NEGOTIATETOACHIEVEANAGREEDOUTCOME
^

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

To achieve the above learning outcome you should be able to prepare for

negotiations by considering own and others outcomes.
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Everything you getin this life is obtained through negotiation. Everybody has a need
for general negotiation principles and techniques applicable to a broad range of
practice situations. Requirement to engage in differenttypes of negotiation
exercises designed to help them identify the factors that most directly affectlegal

negotiations and learn howto make the most of their personalstrengths for better
results in future negotiations.

Everybody negotiates allthe time, at work, at home, and as a consumer. For some it

seems easy, but others view the process of negotiation as a source of conflict o e
resisted and avoided if possible. Negotiation is a life skill.

.^

WHOSHOULD BEGOOD NEGOTIATORS?

Good negotiation is riotonly needed by realestate agents. Negotiating, problem
solving, and persuasion skills are required for a number of professionals. For
example as wellas those in realestate, managers and professionals in areas suc
as marketing, purchasing, operations, mergers and acquisitions, banking,

entrepreneurialship, human resource management, information systems, in us ria
relations and general administration.

For an agentto be a successful negotiator heIshe needs to understand the dynamics
of negotiating as a conflict management tool, to identify the negotiating strategies
and tactics of others and to develop and use a personal frameworkfor efrec ive

negotiating, The agent may be involved in negotiations in the following si ua ion:
. individualsworking maprojectorteam based organization

. individualsresponsibleforworkingwithsuppliers, subcontractors,
resellers or service providers.

. individualsresponsibleforcustomersatisfaction
. individualsinvolvedincontinuousnegotiationaboutprioritiesand
resources.

. individualslookingforwin-winapproachestobuildingrelationships

,-~
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For a realestate agentto be a successful negotiator heIshe should develop:
. a conceptual understanding of the psychological and behavioral dynamics
of interpersonal, intergroup, and systemic conflictin an organizational
context.
.

practical skills and acquire effective tools for resolving such conflicts both

as a principal party (one who is personally involved in dispute) and as a
third party (one who mediates conflict between others).
. an ability to diagnose and redesign dispute resolution systems
.

an understanding of the strategic management of conflict as a corrosive

process, as performed by senior management professionals.
,^

ORGANIZATIONAL NEED

In today's organizations such as realestate agencies, you need to be ab e o reac
effective agreements that resolve conflicts, strengthen relationships and further e
business goals of the agency. Whether you are negotiating with colleagues, your

boss, suppliers, clients or strategic business partners, you need to unders n an
use a negotiation process that focuses on achieving outstanding business resu
FOCUSING ON INTERESTS RATHERTHAN POSITIONS CONFLICT
RESOLUTION KEY

Life is far easier when people have the sense to see things our way, In the rea

world, however, capital planning, corporate borrowing, annual budge ing, an

priority setting alltend to require that people from different organizations wi a

different point of viewfind satisfactory means to reach agreement.
^.-

^

For many decision makers, annual obligations like business plan reviews an u ge
approvals tend to coincide with increased levels of stress and anxiety. e are we
repared forthe substance to be decided;its the process that is so unsettling. It
can be troublesome ifthe short-term objective of minimizing conflictgets in the way

of developing and achieving long range goals, Interest based negotia ion ec niques
can help us focus our energy on the process and guide that process owar s

-^

,.~

yielding a satisfactory result.

Most negotiations are repeat perlormances. We tend to dealwith the same an ers,
suppliers, clients, directors, managers, etc, for a long time. It is impo n o
recognize and give proper weightto the contextin which a negotiation is ing

place. If it is within an on going relationship, the significance of that relations ip

.^

must be considered.

We can take positive steps to prepare forthe decision making process an we can
^-.

monitor our own behavior and that of other participants as the process goes
E

^.-

,^
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forward. By following a few common sense rules we can reduce conflictand turn it
into cooperation and reach solutions that really workfor allthe participants.
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Identify "power" and the seven power sources available to each individual. Generate

enthusiasm and selfconfidenceforthe negotiation process.
^.~

Basic Factors Affecting Negotiations are:

. personal and psychological influences
. how to preparefor a negotiation
. establishing a tone for negotiations.
^-.

TACTICS

. information disclosure and gathering

,^

.

negotiation tactics and countermeasures

.

presence of the clientand others during negotiations

.

negotiating disputes on the verge of or in litigation.

STRATEGY

Key negotiation strategies and countermeasures:
. whatthey are
. howthey work
.

whytheywork

.

when they are most appropriate and effective.

^.-
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BE RELIABLE

It is importantto followthrough with negotiated agreements. The very work of

negotiation implies a commitment toward whatever outcome has been decided.

^~

Developing a "plan of action"that spells outwho is going to do what, where, when
and how is helpful. This plan is followed for a specified period offline, then
evaluated at the end of that time period. It may be necessary to change plans and

goals along the way, depending on how wellthe first draft metthe shared needs o

the individuals involved. However, the success of any negotiated outcome depen s

on everyone's fullest cooperation and participation. Individuals become reliable and
trustworthy partners as a result.

INEFFECTIVEAPPROACHESTO CONFLICT

The following examples (firsttwo case studies later)illustrate some common
situations that can lead to conflict.

Not only do negotiators need to know competitive and cooperative strategies, ey

need to know which strategy is appropriate for a particular situation an ow o

apply that strategy. To that end, this module emphasizes the deve opmen o
personal skills applicable to all negotiation strategies.

^..

We particularly emphasize focus and presence,

Focus helps the negotiatorto recognize and send importantsignals an o e

aware of situational demands for changes in strategies.

Developing PRESENCE allows negotiatorsto be comfortable asking for what ey

^.

want, and occasionally denying the other person what he or she wants.

A win-winnegotiating philosophy. Two of the approaches to negotiations are:
. positional
. interest based,

,

.

.

,

.

.-.

. analysis
. planning
. discussion
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COMMUNICATEWITHIN NEGOTIATIONS
. verbally
. non-verbalIy
. dealwith emotions

. askappropriate questions
. listen;and
Review successful negotiations.

,

.

A

.

A

.

Negotiators should be able to:
. understand the internalstructure of a negotiation, the milestones
. toward achieving agreement, and howto manage the process

. know how to identify important underlying needs and options for meeting
them.

. learn how to develop a plan for negotiation
. understand how to choose appropriate behavioral tactics in any
negotiation,
. formal orinformal

. learn howto move otherstoward a more constructive approach while
in an adversarial negotiation.

^.

.
.

develop the ability to create strong, lasting, mutually beneficial
agreements that meetthe needs of allparties and build a negotiating
relationship,

. forthe future

THESUCCESSFULNEGOTIATOR NEEDSTHE KNOWLEDGEANDSKILLSTO:
.

.

diagnose a conflict situation quickly and accurately
recognize the factors that influence a negotiation situation

selectstrategies and tactics that match the situation
. use the "five key steps"for planning a negotiation meeting
.

. identify the negotiating strategies and tactics of others
. avoid falling into various negotiation traps
. deal with the dirty tricks and bullying behavior of opponents
. decide when to acceptan offer and when to walk away
. achieve settlements that benefityou and the other party

. focus on ways of improving the outcomes of a negotiation situation after an
agreement has been made.
^

^

a
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To achieve the best possible results at the negotiation table by means of achieved
techniques:
^

. who is the skilled negotiator ?
. the negotiation process.

. three importantvariables:
. power-timing -information

. personal power and strategy.
. whatthe other party really wants.

. strategies for bargaining and mutual satisfaction.
. negotiation planning.
. tactics and their countermeasures.
. howto make concessions

. telephonenegotiations.

,

.

.

.

. . ,

.

Negotiating is usually thought of as high level and externalIy focused. In to ay s

flatter structures the ability for everyone to negotiate in a way that ensures the

smooth operation of the organization is critical, It s riotjust professional or political
negotiators who need good negotiation skills.

Everyday in the workplace we all need to be able to negotiate for such hings as e

use of available resources orthe assistance of another department. Good

negotiation skills ensure that we allwork cooperativeIy and therefore more
productiveIy.
Key points:

. is designed for everyone in the workplace
. is riot aimed at sales people or high level negotiators
^^.

. develops the skills of active listening and questioning which
. must be used in successful negotiation
.
.

.

..

provides a model, PROBE, as aframeworkto structure any negotiation
provides many opportunities forthe learner to negotiate and
investigate numerous likely responses through workplace scenarios.

,

.

,

.

. questioning

. differenttypes of questions
. listening
. active listening

. appropriate assertiveness

n
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PREPARING

. whattoprepare
. information and goals
. needsand concerns

. options

. preparing questions.
NEGOTIATING

o rapportbuilding

. other person's needs and bargaining
. ending with commitment.

CONTROLLING ANGER FOR EFFECTIVE NEGOTIATING
There are often excellentreasons for getting angry or upset: parties may o er

outrageous proposals, they may make personal attacks, and they may ee
victimized or otherwise aggrieved. Notletting others know that something is very

importantto you hurts you by bottling up emotions and hurts them because ey

may riot achieve the levelofunderstanding of the issues that can assist in crafting a

solution.

OTHERRULESABOUTANGER

Ifyou don't let it all hang out, you may be withholding useful information. Taking

things personally may blind you to the interests, the building blocks that can Iea o
.--.

resolution. If more than one party escalates the emotional level of the discussion, i
leads to greater heat, but riot greater light.

When you are tempted to getangry, remember to check whether or riotiis your
turn, Ifitis someone else's turn to get angry, sitthere and take it- and rewar

yourself by reminding yourselfhow wonderful you are to be in such con ro o your
emotions. When folks venttheir emotions, ultimately, they reach an ending poin .

Their heartrate slows, their breathing becomes calmer, and they are far more i e y
to be amenable to 'civilized' approaches to problem-solving.

Remember to ask yourselfwhetherthe problem would disappearifa particu ar

person were to disappear. More often than riot, the person is riotthe problem u e
problem is the problem. That perspective can also help keep things rom esca a ing.
We don't wantto try to resolve issues by acting outthe negotiation equiva en o

road rage because innocent people can get caughtin the crossfire.

"n
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QUESTION

I'm 2, and need an answer. I heard that the basic things you need to be a good

negotiatoris to actcool, don't attractatLention, and never tellthem the bad partof

the deal. Is this information true?
ANSWER

Acting coolis a good part of successful negotiation butthere is a big if, you need o

-^

make sure it is riotjustan act. The 'coolness you need for successful negotiation

really means keeping a cool analytical head. You should prepare ahead offline if

you have a chance: whatdo Iwantand WHY do Iwantit? Whatdo they wantand
WHY dotheywantwhattheywant?

During the process, you should find ways to take a step backfrom the discussion

and look at whatis going on with that same cool head. Why did heIshe say that.

What arguments ortactics are being used that are convincing or are turn-offs?

Too low a profile can cause a problem in negotiation. People don twantto nego ia e
with someone who can't make and deliver on an agreement, You may riotwant
outsiders to witness a negotiation, particularly if it involves a confidential issue.

However, to negotiate in the realworld, you ve gotto really be involved ifyou expec
other parties to take the process seriously.

Ifyou negotiate withouttelling people aboutthe bad partofthe deal, they have every
rightto come back after the agreement and say, Why didn tyou tell me aboutthat.
Of course, you haveto be sensible abouthow and when you communicate the bad

news'. Listen for questions that showyou whatothers are likely to be worried abou .

Ifthey ask a direct question, tellthe truth. Ifthey aren t directwith their questions,
but you know the issue would be importantto you ifyou were in their shoes, there s

nothing wrong with trying to find outifthey care aboutthatissue as much as you o.
Your parents may disapprove of a particulartape or CD; another person may riot
have that problem. So what's bad newsforyou may riotbe bad newsforthem.

".

^
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QUESTION

What do you think makes a co-worker, or person in general, dimcul^'tor seem
difficultl? Whatis really happening in these situations? Is there a differentway of
looking at it or riot? Is perspective important?
ANSWER

A person may seem difficultfor multiple reasons: They may presenta bottleneck in

the decision making process, they may be so insecure (as individuals orin theirjob
self-definition) that they feel compelled to act'feisty' because they confuse

aggression with assertiveness, orthey may genuinely feeldisinclined to trea you
properlyIPOlitely.

A definition of a bureaucratis: someone whose entire self-definition is based on their

power to say 'no', When you run across someone like that, the bottleneck ype,
dealing with 'them' may riot be the answer. It could make a lot more sense to try to
dealwith the problem, the issue at hand, Ifyou focus on solving the problem, you

may find that the bottleneck really isn ta necessary part of the critical pat roug
which you must pass to reach a positive result. The bottom line is to try to figure ou
whether there is an alternative route.

People who are insecure often feelas ifno one understands them. In these

instances, paying attention to them, finding outwhatmakes them tick, discovering

^

what motivates them can help you find ways to turn them into a collaboratorrather
than an obstacle. Listen to them. Take them seriously. Treatthem with respectand
interest. It can change the dynamic of the relationship.

..-~

QUESTION

Why do you think i^s importantto learn the skill of dealing with difficult coworkers?
What does it teach you/enable you to doIforce you to practice etc tie whatare the
^

advantages of such a skill?l
ANSWER

The basic reason for learning how to dealwith difficult co-workers is that it will keep

you from going crazy. Ifyou can develop perspective and a stra egy or ea ing wi
them, you are also more likely to accomplish your objectives.

In dealing with difficult people, you wantto separate the people from t e pro em.

Asking whether the problem would go away ifthatso-and-so were to go for a i e in

the harbour wearing cement overshoes might give you a clearer perspective o w a
has to be done.
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Dealing with difficult people forces you to practice selfdiscipline. or examp e, on

crucial rule is that'only one person can get angry at a time. Ifyou can o your

temper, at leastyou have earned the reward of being able to congra u a e yourse
on whata wonderful, strong, in-control person you are. That may no so ve e

problem, but at leastit helps you feel good aboutyourself.
One other factor to consider in dealing with conflictis that it helps to clarify yqur

objectives. Sometimes 'winning'really means minimizing your OSses . nowing
someone is difficultgives you a better sense of whatitis reasona e o expec ,
doing a successful reality check of your expectations can give you consi era e
power.

QUESTION

Whatdo you consider to be the fundamentalsteps in the process o coinmunica ing
with a 'difficult' person? Anything one should do before, during, an a er
communications? torinstead of sequential steps, any questions to ask, pa erns o
follow etc?l
ANSWER

While it is dangerous to think there are certain steps you mustfolow, i can ina e
sense to think in terms of a few. Prepare yourself, do your homewor . s

questionsal?out'why'each of you wantswhatyouwant. Figureou w e y

really compelled to work with the difficult person or whether you ave an a e
Another step to take is to listen carefully to the difficult person. ou earn ino

your mouth closed and your ears open. Think of the initial phase o e nego '
as an opportunity to check the assumptions you had made in your prepar

chance to learn more aboutwhatapproaches are likely to get e o er pa y
respond favourably.
^

..
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The last step 1'11 mention here is to consider the priorities involved. Whatis your

long term interests? How importantis this particular relationship both by itselfan
as regards other people? Is the process proceeding fairly. Are you ea ing wi
someone who can really deliver on the decisions SIhe makes.

QUESTION

In my research, discussions of so called difficult people usually break em own
[obviously generally-speaking]into behavior or personality types. What o you
consider to be some of the more common types of people that are o en of e as
being 'difficul^? What makes them difficulttypes; whatare they rea y rying o

achieve with their behavior? (of course, ifyou don't ascribe to this 'type' theory, . en

justfocus on behaviorratherthan personalities since any coin ina ion o e a

can make up a personality). In addition, whatshould be your action plan in dealing

with these types of co-workers?
ANSWER

Ido have problems with 'types' because everyone interacts differen y wi i

people or different'types'. Clearly, there are some psycho o9ica pro Ies

describe folks from whom it is bestto hide, However even here it is possi e a
some people thrive on interaction with them.

Difficult personalities need to be examined in terms of whatthey have o o er ro
both positive and negative standpoints, Again, separating the person rom e

substantive issue needing a solution is the most effective way to ina e some
progress.

We are allputofrby certain behavior. Ifpeople refuse to respond, i ey won o0
us in the eye, ifthey ignoreourexistence, that can bedifficult, n eo er n ,

some cultures, those may be normal behavior, so we run grea ris s i we ass
that people are knowingIy trying to offend us.

Our job is to callatLention to things that bother us. We can t pointthe Inger an

accuse them of being difficult. Rather, it makes more sense to say some ing on
order of "Whenpeopledon'tlookmeintheeye, it makes me ee uneasy. ,

we may have habits that drive other people nuts and unless they e us, we in y
never know,

There is one possible addition:Ifyou are one of many people w o in a pa

personaproblem, perhapseveryonesoaggrievedshou iscuss g g

and figure out how to healthe relationship with the difficult person. Trea ing em
with more respectandlortaking their concerns seriously may e p urn ing
,.

F~
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around. Ifthatdoesn'twork, it may make sense to lookforways around them, to

marginalise them so they are 'dethroned'from their pivotal place in the process.
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QUESTION
,-.

What do you do consider to be the fundamentalsteps in the negotiation process, be
it resolving a conflictwith a boss, peer, parent, etc. ? What should one do before,
during, and after the talks.

^

ANSWER

The firstand most importantthing to do is to prepare. Examine why you wanta
^

given outcome, riotjustwhatoutcome you want. Askthe same question(s) abqutthe
anticipated interests of other parties. Even though to assume puts one at the risk o
making an 'ass' of'u' and 'me', it is importantto make assumptions aboutwhatto
expect as the negotiation goesforward. These assumptions can give you poin or
reality testing, Ifyour assumption about a given pointis incorrect, then i may e a
good idea to rethink your approach.

^

Another step is to establish rapport. Notjustin terms of agreeing on when to meet,

which movie storyou both think is 'fabulous , but also determining whether every
^

party to a negotiation is on the same page. Ifyou ve gotdifferentitems on your

agendas, reaching agreement can be difficult.
^

Learning is the nextstep in the process; remember you learn more with your mou

closed and ears open than the other way around. Listen to whatothers say, e

^

their opinions seriously into consideration. Don tjusttry to waitthem outso you can
'zap' them when they finally shut up. Ifyou listen well, your response is far more
likely to be something to which they will reactfavorably.

^

Onefurther element of the process cannotproperly be called a step;i s ou e

going on allthe time: analyze whatis going on, Keep a clear hea is may require

taking a time-outto rethink your approach. You can askfor a couple of minu es y
^

yourselfto do this;ifallelse fails, say you need to use the bathroom. No one can
argue with that- and i^s a great place for calm thinking.

^

,e
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Perhaps the last pointto make aboutthe negotiation process is that you need to
knowwhen to quit. Know howto indicate agreement has been reached. And a

^

corollary of this is: when people agree with you, its time to stop trying to convince
them.

-^

QUESTION
^~

How would you define negotiation? And whats the point of it? Whatis the goalof
negotiation, and ifthe're are different outcomes/goals, why?
ANSWER

Negotiation is a process civilized people use to reach agreement. The goa o
negotiation is riotto win, it is to succeed. The mechanism of successful negotiation
is collaboration, the work of a partnership rather than a means for crushing the
other party.
^

QUESTION
^

Name some tactics, strategies, tricks, tips, and reminders aboutwhatyou SHOUL
do during the negotiation process,
^

ANSWER

During the negotiation process, pay attention. Listen to others' Trea em wi
respect. Take them seriously, Be aware when your assumptions are prove

incorrect, and think of ways to dealwith the realities you discover. Know when i is
F^

^

better to walk away, when it is riotworth continuing, when you are better off
negotiating with someone else to solve a given problem orwhen you are e er o

taking care of it yourself. Pay attention to the balance of power before and during
negotiation. Figure outwhatfactors influence that power balance and howyou can
improve yours and weaken theirs .
QUESTION

Whatshould one NOT do in negotiation? Are there common mistakes/pitfalls/traps
to avoid?

ANSWER

The most common mistakes people make in negotiation is to treatit as wa are or as

a zero-sum game, Most of the negotiating you will do in life is with the same peop e
,^

over and over again: fellow-workers, spouse, family, friends, boss, e c. you

consider each negotiation as an episode in an ongoing relationship, your e avior
will be more appropriate,
^

.,
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One fundamental rule is: only one person can be angry at a time. Don tletthe

situation escalate, civility will slip away antully quickly and you 11 have a very tough
time healing the relationship or solving the initial issue.
QUESTION

Do you have any advice or other wisdom to offer aboutotherfactors that can affec

negotiations? Is there any particularimportance to attach to emotion/persona i y,

culture, gender, time pressure, leverage, and other people such as me ia ors.
ANSWER

Negotiation requires an open mind, good preparation, and a tremen ous amoun o
creativity. Ifyou always give the same kind of responses, thats riot orea ive an i is
riot likely to contribute to a solution. Ifyour response is unexpecte , s ows

imagination, it is likely to bring others up shortand make them think more crea ive y

themselves.

Don't expectthatallmaleslfemalesfallinto a single category. Don assume a
erson's ethnicity determines their behavior. The same person may respon

differently on different days: health problems, issues at home or wor , an o er
factors can make a difference,
QUESTION

Why do you think negotiation skills are an essentialskillto have or one s perso
and professional life?
ANSWER
^

Since negotiation is the process we usefrom infancy untiljus e ore we ,
issue is riota matter of recognizing that negotiation is afundamen i es i. e
^~

real goalshould be to understand how to negotiate effectiveIy to reac wise

solutions to all kinds of issues. In ancienttimes, when two Ian owners a a

disagreement they would hire knights - mercenaries -to wage war o e ermi
"^

whowasright. Then someoneinvented lawyers, andforthepas ous y

so, we have been 'waging law' to determine who s right. Nego ia ion is a
can use to 'wage peace'. It can make alloflife more pleasan .

^

.
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QUESTION
,^

How can I negotiate my quality realestate services in a price conscious
environment?
ANSWER

.,

,^
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Your short question focuses on one of the most complex areas of negotiation. Ifallof

your dealings are with what Americans call bean-counters , people who measure
everything in terms of price, overcoming their price-fixation requires creativity,
imagination, and a serious investigation of theirtrue interests.

Interests are 'why' people wantwhatthey want. So you need to pay careful atten ion
to value, which is the counterbalance to price. You must certainly have a cleari ea
of what price is appropriate given your own costs of acquisition, inariufac ure,

preparation, and overheads, etc. You need to find outthe value of that item or OSe
items to the client.

One thoughtis to consider each negotiation as designed to yield a package ra er
than just a 'price',

You also need to ascertain whether you are dealing with someone only one jine or
are beginning or continuing a relationship. In the shortterm, price issues can e

pretty determinative;in the long term, focuses on ego issues an persona in eres

can make a big difference.

Does your client need to meetcertain budgetlimits in order to gain favor with his er

boss? Is your clientfacing a time deadline? Whatdoes your clientrisk ifthe pro uc
he/she acquires fails to meetquality standards?

When you indicate that you are offering quality products and services , one ques ion
is the cost-benefitanalysis of any given transaction to each party. an you a or o

lose moneyjustto make the firstsale to ClientA in order to getyourfootin the o0r
Does the quality of whatyou offer provide a counterbalance to the ow prices
available from your competition? After all, whatgood is it to buy a produc orvery
little money ifyou have to replace it or repair it very quickly.
^..
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Real estate agents should have a basic understanding of the dynamics o success u
individual and group negotiations. The driving force of the program derives rom
critical concepts:

.^

.

understanding that successful negotiation is NOT an adversarial

process, but one which establishes aframeworkfor creative
problem solving and the satisfaction of mutual needs.
^

.

the recognition that the needs and interests of both negotiating
parties must be addressed.

.

the understanding that negotiation is an on-going process and that

today's negotiation will affectthe overallrelationship with the other
^

party.
""
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The negotiating process into six distinct steps:
. planning
. climatesetting
. issueidentification

. bargaining
. settlement
. review.

Projectteam members, those who work occasionally orroutinely in a earn or

committee environment and those whosejobs require successful

negotiations with projectteams, company departments and services, con rac
research organizations, and other companies.

THE 7STEPSUCCESSFUL NEGOTIATOR METHODOLOGY:
. identify the behaviors of the successful negotiator
. identify the critical elements involved in planning
.
.

learn how to negotiate with your internal clients
become familiar with negotiating leverage available to project managers

. learn how to deal with the difficult negotiator

gain knowledge on how and when to make concessions

.
.

understand your style and its impacton your negotiating success.

.

. Working in a team environment
Dynamics of team negotiations
.

^

.
.
.
^

.

Negotiating with subsidiaries over goals, objectives and resources
Negotiating roles and responsibilities with a team leader

Addressing the poor performance of ateam member

Negotiating with line managers over which department membersjoin e
team.

.
,.-

Negotiating with line managers to ensure that projecttime lines are me

. Negotiating with team members over resources

.

A

.

.,

.

,

Effective negotiation skillsare becoming increasingly importantin o ayswor a
is characterized by a rapid pace of change, globalization, and diversi y. e er

^.-

you are managing an intra-organizational conflict, closing a major dea or an ing a

crisis, sound negotiation methods that lead to productive agreements are criica or
continued success.

,~.

,n

^
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Building on the concepts of principled negotiating (including interest-based

^

bargaining), the negotiator should develop a negotiating strategy that suits your
personal style and skills.

THE GOALOF NEGOTIATION 1STHAT"EVERYONEWINS

People resolve disagreements in many ways. Some tend to dealwith potential
conflict by denying it ortrying to avoid it altogether. Instead of confronting and
resolving problems, people may lettheir anger and resentment build while they

remain silent. This approach can resultin constant personalstress, which can Iea

^

to illness or poor general health. Ifdisagreements are riot resolved, the possibility

for more intense conflicts at some later date is increased. Problems seldom improve
on their own.

INTERESTBASED NEGOTIATIONS

Skillful negotiation skills are valuable in formal bargaining situations - contrac ,
brokering - but also in more subtle ways in everyday business interactions.

Incorporating negotiation exercises, will cover negotiation dynamics an

psychology; competitive, compromise and interest-based nego ia ion s ra egies an

styles; and negotiation tactics.

^-
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Commercial lease negotiation requires a high level of negotiation skill. The agen
^

should be able to understand:
. economicterms

. common area maintenance charges

. operating covenants
. co-tenancy arrangements
,^

. assignment and subletting clauses
. insurance

. office leasing issues
^

. retailleasing issues including anchortenants
. occupational health and safety
. rentreview systems

^

. ethics and professional responsibility.

.^

rin

^-
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For successful negotiations the agent must appreciate the viewpoints of the
landlord, tenant, and lender each are represented.
.

On the positive side, conflictcan raise issues, which help broaden perspectives, but
on the negative side, conflictcan destroy relationships and harmony, The negotiator
should be able o understand sources of conflictand how to use it productiveIy;

communicating during stressful situations and with difficult people and building an
environment of trust.

Conflictcan involve issues of power and authority. Adults may resortto threats an

punishments to solve problems with children. Labor unions may strike and
management may respond by laying off workers' These are examples of using
power to control, intimidate and force solutions on other people. Theseforce
outcomes only add to the grounds for future conflict.

Conflict can also be motivated by ego. Solutions are selfishly soughtwith little

regard forthe other person. The conflict becomes a winllose situation in w to
one person "wins" at someone else s expense. The one-sidedness of is so u ion
increases the odds of more conflict. "Losers" will defy, test, resist and retaliate

against the "winners"'
^

Effective negotiation is a two-way process that encourages both sides to ac ive y

participate in making decisions. It also provides a way for people to learn o

understand each other better and to grow in theirrelationships. Negotiation e ps o

create a healthy balance between "giving and getting. Everyone becomes a
"winner" through negotiation.

^..

.

.

.

,
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Constructive negotiation uses the metaphor of designing and constructing a
^

^

building to learn a positive, productive way of thinking about, planning or an
implementing negotiations. Rather than taking an adversarial or coinpetiive
approach to negotiation, the negotiator should approach negotiation as a
challenging opportunity to build an agreement together that meets e nee s o a
parties.

^

RECOGNIZEAND DEFINETHE PROBLEM
^

Each person begins with a clearly identified statement of what he or she wari

and/or needs, Negotiation should identify riot only individual concerns, but also
mutual concerns, perceptions and interests. From this process, a common groun
.^

for agreement between the individuals is sought. Selfish issues and goals are

eliminated in favorofmutually acceptsble goals. Problems are examine apa rom

the personalities involved. Blaming the other person is inappropriate an es roys
^

,,,

,^
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the cooperative nature of negotiation.

Have you ever experienced any of the following?
UNDERSTANDING

Before two sides can lookfor solutions, a common understanding must be reached.

Iftwo people do riot understand each other s problems and concerns, then the

process of negotiation will either be broken off or will end with solutions that do riot
work.

Afather and daughter argue overthe use of the family car.

Two brothers disagree aboutwhosejob it is to take outthe trash and demand that a
parentsettle their argument.

A couple strongly disagrees over how to balance a checking account.
A wife and husband are increasingly at odds over howto share housework an
childcare.

A parent's job is threatened because he or she regularly misses work due o a
preschooler's frequent illnesses.

Employees resenttheir employer, who has set an inflexible work schedule o o ow,
Disagreements are bound to happen because parents and children, emp oyees an

employers, and couples inevitably have differences in their opinions, values an

goals. Many common situations can become sources of disagreements an con to

~.-

in personal relationships.

To find solutions to these disagreements, negotiation skills are needed every ay a
"^

home, at work and in the community. Negotiation means developing an a ii y o
resolve disputes and conflicts. Effective negotiation requires a willingness to work

with other people to reach solutions that everyone can live with.

Your personal relationships are often shaped by how wellyou are able to manage
and settle conflicts. If conflictis managed effectiveIy, then a relationship can be
maintained. But ifconflictis handled poorly, the outcomes may weaken your
relations with family, friends and work acquaintances overtime.
CLIENTGOALS

Categorizing client goals and determining the most effective metho s o ac ieve
,...

them.

P^

a,

.^
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ETHICALCONSIDERATIONS

Is "strategic misrepresentation" permissible? When mustyou disclose information?
EFFECTIVE LEGAL NEGOTIATION AND SETTLEMENT

The art of legal negotiation involves skills rarely taughtin traditional law sc o0
curricula, even though practicing attorneysfrequently encounter situations a

require various forms of negotiation. he negotiating process riot only app ies o
typical"bargaining" situations such as lawsuit settlements and con rac 11a
undertakings, but also affects relations with clients and colleagues.
.

.

,

.

.

.

.

The classic story to illustrate this describes two sisters fighting overthe on y orange

in the family larder. Each sister must have the entire orange for herself, any ess is

impossible. A wise parentasks each of the girls (in private) why she wants the.

orange. One explains she wants to drink the juice;the other wants to use e rin o
cook a pudding. Whateach sister wants is her position, why she wants i is er
interest. In this case, the simple solution is to give the cook the rin a er ejuice
has been squeezed forthe thirsty sister thus meeting the interests of o

When preparing for anegotiation, orafLerithasbegun, dontjustask a o ey
want?"It is also importantto ask, "Why do they wantit? It is equally impo n - an
often more difficult- to ask the same questions aboutyour own views. any

successful negotiators find they will be more successful ifthey focus on
understanding theirinterestsasthey enter discussions. Ifthey haven s e ou

with a perfect package, the ideas of others may actually improve eir Ina resu
^

Negotiators who arrive with a complete package can create real pro ems.

Modifications to theirideas might be taken personally, they may be stu orn, an
reaching a satisfactory resolution is made more difficult.

^

F'

. ,

.

Intimate relationships can become battlegrounds of unresolved issues, coinp ain
and unrealistic expectations. Diana and James marriage is one tha is s uc an i
-^

^.-

serious trouble. They are unable to step back and view their prob ems ra iona y.
Both have acknowledged theirinability to resolve any of the multiple pro ems

facing them. Diana and James decide to seek the assistance of a amiy me in or.
Licensed family mediators are trained to provide impartial help in e Ining e
problems and to assist in the problem-solving process. Media ors an counse

both provide additional information and resources to individua s in i ICU

^

,,.

.^.
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relationships.

Mediation has proven successful in relationships that have repeated i ICU - 0-

solve problems. Diana and James' marital problems are riot unusual. Forthat
reason, family mediation services are being used more often as an a erna ive o
counseling andlor legal services. For further information concerning family
mediation, see "Resources.

BRAINSTORMING

Brainstorming is one way to gather many creative ideas rapidly. This process a ows

everyone to openly make suggestions withoutfear of criticism. Att is s ge, every
suggestion has value and is accepted. After allsuggestions have been s are , ey
are reviewed to determine whether they mightcoincide or overlap with eac o er.

Negotiation then becomes a matter of choosing a solution to whic no one as an
objection. Remember, personal goals should riottake priority over s are goa s.
SEEK A VARIETYOFSOLUTIONS

More information aboutthe problem may be needed before a so u ion can e

decided upon. It may be helpful to examine other sources of in orma ion SUG a

books, magazine articles and people who may be familiarwi e issue.
assistance may helpyou to overcome your own biases. Me ia ors can p
impartial assistance with the negotiation process.
.

,

.

.

The key to effective negotiation is clear communication. Coinmunica ion invo ves
three importantskills: speaking, listening and understanding. You can ave one
skillwork withoutthe others -for example, you can t have goo un ers n ing

withoutgood listening and speaking. Negotiation is most effective w en peop e a
able to clearly identify and discuss their sources of disagreement and
^

misunderstanding.

Notonly do negotiators need to know competitive and coopera ive s ra egies, y

need to know which strategy is appropriate for a particular si ua ion an
^,

how to apply that strategy. Emphasizes the development of persona s i s

applicable to all negotiation strategies. We particularly emphasize ocus an

resence. Recognize and send importantsignals and to be aware o si ua iona

^..

demands for changes in strategies. Developing presence allows nego ia ors o
comfortable asking for whatthey want, and occasionally denying e o er pers
whathe orshe wants.

^

SYSTEMATIC PLANNING
^.

a.

^
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Steps for pre-negotiation planning; methods for implementation and adjustmen
during negotiations.

CULTURALASPECTSOFNEGOTIATIONS

Male-female negotiations; role of stereotypes and appearances; minimizing cu ura
conflicts.

.

.

.

,

.

The research explored an area, which has had little attention up until now:the

impactofgender on face-to-face business negotiations. The objectives were o

analyse whether the sex of both the negotiator and the other party a an impac
on their perceptions of effective negotiation. At the same time, the researc

explored the presence of"intangibles in negotiation. Intangibles re er o issues
such as "saving-face", public image, ego, pride, equality, self-image an se concept.

The data was collected from one hundred and severity two by way of a
uestionnaire. The data was subjected to statistical manipulations including
correspondence analysis, factor and cluster analysis.
The researchfound that perceptions of effective negotiations di i er e ween

male and female negotiators. The perceptions differed with respec o aggressive
and manipulative negotiation strategies. Furthermore, the sex of the o er pa y

impacted on negotiations, again with reference to aggressive an inariipu a iv

techniques utilised. Therewerealso indicationsthatthe gendero e o erpa y
impacted on the self-esteem of the negotiator.

Further statistical manipulations showed that the utilisation of coinpe iive an

aggressive techniques occurred more often in male-male nego ia ions.
negotiators (regardless of the sex of the other party) did riot generally utilise these
aggressive and competitive styles of negotiation.

^

^..

The literature assumed females would be more inter-personally onen e
^

,-.

(concerned with maintaining the harmony and relationship) and those men wou e
more "task-orientsted"(concerned with factual information, order and structure).

However, it was interesting to note that a sector consisting o o ina es
females showed a need for affiliation during negotiation, predomina e y wi a
female other party.

The male-male negotiation lacked the inter-personal orientation an a o

^-

for affiliation. Although both task-behaviour and inter-personal be aviour wer
erceived to be effective in negotiations, there was no significant onen ion
either of the sexes, although one of the clusters of negotiators, w to were

^

aE

^q

.^
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dominated by females, was lacking in task behavior.

An overall conclusion was that the biological sex of the negotiating parties was riot

the sole predictor of negotiation effectiveness and that the psychological gender
may be a more importantcriterion.
COLLABORATE

Working together doesn't mean "giving up or giving in to another person s
demands or goals. Two or more individuals can agree that disagreemen exis

However, they can also agree to putaside their anger, frustration, resen men an

egos in favor of working together for a solution to a common prob em. nego ia e

work is completed by consensus. A negotiated solution is reached w en everyone
has given up something to gain common benefits.
SHOWRESPECT

Success rests in accepting the other person despite differences in va ues, e to s,
educational experiences, ethnic backgrounds or perspectives. Nego ia ion permi

you to examine a problem from allsides, and to promote unders n ing an in e

in the other person without necessarily agreeing to her or his viewpoin . a ing

to listen and to ask questions makes iteasierto learn more about someone s

perspectives. Considering different perspectives will increase the range an varie y

of possible solutions. Genuine interest in other people and in their con ri u ion o

finding solutions builds trust. Trust provides a foundation for continuing a

relationship. Afoundation of trust also eases future efforts to solve pro ems.

Separate the peoplefrom the problem. Religion teaches us to ha e e sin no e
sinner. Ifwe viewthe problem as that which needs to be resolved rather an

viewing someone holding a contrary viewpointas a person to be e ea e , e o
of a successful collaboration increase.

One specifictechniquethatcanworkistochangetheshapeofthe e ra er an

sitting opposite your'opponents , arrange the seating sotha a e pa ies ar

sitting together facing a flip chart or blackboard where the problem is presen e

That makes it clearthat allthe participants are facing the problem toge er, a
instead of it being 'us' against 'them ,it is a case of all of us agains i
.

. = ,

.

,

IMPORTANCEOFNONVERBALCOMMUNICATION
Influence of noriverbal signals; examples of their impact on nego ia ions;
interpreting your opponents noriverbal signals.

-.^

a"
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This is true fortwo reasons:
.

If one party is highly opinionated or emotional, iftheir approach is threatening
or extremely demanding, keeping quietafLerthey finish speaking can be quite
unsettling to them. It is likejujitsu; you allow them to be tripped up by their
own forcefulness. Most people are troubled by silence in the midst of heated
discussion.

Sometimes silence is viewed as disapproval but since no specific disapprova
has been voiced, it cannot be treated as an attack. It has happened on many
occasions that, when metwith silence, people have modified their previous
statements to make them more palatable.
.

Silence is an important element in the crucial tool called Active Listening. The

job of a good negotiatoris to listen to and understand whatothers are saying.
After all, you can't make an intelligent response to an opinion you do riot

understand. The discipline of Active Listening requires that you focus on what

another person is saying; don't spend your time shaping a stinging response
that will putthem in their place.

The first attribute a skilled negotiator needs is the ability to LISTEN. .. Lis ening is a
skillthat needs to be learnt, like any other skill and needs to be practiced.
Effective listening requires

. active and passive listening

. empathic and objective listening

. norijudgmental andjudgmentallistening
. surface and deep listening,

Research shows that the major barrier to mutual understanding is e na ura

tendency of humans to judge, evaluate, approve or disapprove w a e o

person is saying without ever really listening to them.

,^

The two majorways we listen are:
^

. REFLECTIVELISTENING
,^

Reflective speaking requires you to restate the speaker s ideas and feelings

to the speaker's satisfaction and the use of you statements

a,

^

-.^
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. ACTIVELISTENING

Active speaking requires:

. you to send back to the speaker whatyou think is
. being said and the use of"I" statements

After listening comes the questions. The nextskillthat be the coinple e nego ia or.
Listening is an active process of concentrating allofone s atten ion on e o

person. Encouraging the other person to share thoughts and ee ings, giving

feedback on what has been heard, and maintaining eye contactare ski s a s ow
ou are interested in understanding what he or she has to say, It is a ways e p u
^.

simply ask "luriderstoodyoutosay Am ICOrrectinthis. or earyo y' g

you are Is that how you feel?" Active listening assures the other person a

she is heard, accepted and respected. The ability to listen actively suppo open,
ongoing negotiation.

Thinking ahead or anticipating the course of the discussion are is rac ions

interferewith listening. Poorattentionand listening can leadtomisun ers g ,
inappropriate solutions and continuing conflict.

^

,
,

.

. . ,

^

QUESTION
,-..

Whatis a good listening approach.

an

,^

.

,

. ,

.
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ANSWER

The listening approach Irecommend is generally known as active listening . en

we provide training or consulting services, we remind people thatt ey earn ar

more with their ears open than with their mouth open. We encourage people to ask

questions, after allthe only dumb questions are the ones you don task.
In effect, active listening requires holding on to your own self-control an ocusing

on whatother parties are saying, Don't sittherefuming waiting for a chance o zap
them when they finally shut up. Paying attention to their points and emphases gives
ou a clearer idea of whatis really importantto them, whattheirinterests are.

Follow-up inquiries on unclear points, careful summarizing ofwha ey ave sai

(Did I understand you correctly to say ...?) gives your ultimate response greater

credibility, because it is obviously based on your having paid atten ion.

In doing this, you changethe rules of the game: I have listened o you, en yo

seriously, labored to understand you clearly. Now it is your turn to reciproca e an

treat me with the same kind of respect. You may riot be able to use is in o

language;that's why it is importantto demonstrate by your actions w a in o

response you offer - and are looking for. Sorry aboutending that sen ence wi a
preposition.

This is a very briefsummary of some of the important points of ac ive is ening.
Others relate to using listening as a means to de-escalate a poten ia con to ,

keeping a cool head when otherstakeholders may riot be doing e same,
recognizing the difference between a person and the prob em a nee
resolved,

,

Encourages understanding. It is importantto pay close attention to w a someone

says as wellas to how he or she behaves. Body language, including acia
expressions, hand gestures and degree of eye contact, can provi e c ues a

other person's thoughts and feelings. Observations, however, are s ape as inuc

by the observer as by the person being observed. It is good prac ice never o
correctly?" or "I have noticed that you appear or I sense you are un er s rain.
assume to understand the other person withoutfirstasking, Did I ear you

ou wantto talk aboutthis?" and "I'd like to hearfrom you about how you are

feeling" are allgood examples of statements that encourage coinmunica ion an
better understanding between people.

Active Listening has some interesting consequences: The listener may ac ua y

able to geta clearer picture of the other party s ideas. And when e is ener s
response showsjusthow good ajob he or she has done listening, i can s oc e
other party:"Good grief, they actually paid attention to me.

One other terrific result of Active Listening is that the discipline offo0using on o er

opinions can also give the listener the chance to reflecton the process an s r gy.
Stepping aside and taking a dispassionate view of the goings-on can ina
more effective negotiator.

an
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People listen faster than they can talk! The average speaking rate is around ,25

words per minute your capacity to listen is about400-600 words per minute.
Therefore, while you are listening you have about 75fo of your timefree. Use this

time to improve your understanding of whatis being said, to think of answers to the
questions being asked, make decisions aboutwhatis being said and plan
suggestions.

. don't letyour eyes wander; head move aimlessly; or drum your fingers -this
shows inattention and is rude.
^

. don't be distracted by certain pieces of information, listen to everything the

person is saying the burden of listening is on the listener.
^.

. don't go wandering with the fairies; keep your mind on the job
. hearthe speaker out- don't interrupt
. take down notes while you are listening
. riotdeliberately avoid listening situations
. don't become emotional over words.

.

. ' S

.

^

The following are 9 valuable techniques to make you a better listener:
^.

. liketo listen

^

. ignoredistractions
. summarize whatyou have heard
. tameemotions

. eliminate hasty judgements
. never interrupt
. inspireopenness
. need to listen

. generate conclusions

^

BOREDOM
,^.

On

F'.
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People can be dull and uninteresting, the negotiation could seem irrelevantand
unimportantto you.

LISTENINGONLYTOTHEWORDS

Ifyou close your eyes orletyour attention wander from the speaker7 you only
receive halfthe message
.-

POORTIMING

There are times and places when you prefer to listen and visa-versa
PHYSICAL BARRIERS

Such as noise, hearing impairment etc ifwe are aware that there are barriers o
listening and we need to practice our listening skills then whatis it we nee o o o
be a better listener?
.^-

,

Negotiation begins with a clear, concise explanation of the problem as eac person

sees it. Facts and feelings are presented in a rational manner from the in ivi ua s

perspective, using "I" statements. Communication between peop e wi go more

~^

smoothly when statements such as Ibecomevery upsetwhenyou are use ra er

than more aggressive statements such as You make me mad when you, w to
^

blames the other person and puts him or herin a defensive position. are
concerns rather than individual issues remain the focus of discussion throug ou
negotiation.

F~'

The negotiation process will be most effective when people take time o in
through whatthey willsay. When possible, plan ahead to meeta a jine an p ace
convenientto everyone. A quiet, neutral spotwhere there are few is rac ions or

^-

^

interruptions is perfectfor open discussion.
SPECIFIC NEGOTIATION ISSUES

fj ; fth
I' t;diminishin
Litigation
settlement;
presence of the thestrengthofapowerrul
client; diminishing the streng o a POWe u

^.^

opponent; enhancing a weak bargaining position;telephone nego in ions; c '
acceptance of settlement againstadvice of counsel.

^-

^
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There are a number of games that can be used to improve your negotiation skills.
These are riotcovered in an introductory module such as this buttheir usefulness
are that you learn:

. to under the psychology games and hence the psychology of negotiations
. recognise and respond to game systems
. to utilize game techniques
. defend againstthem.

.

,

Negotiating uses a situational modelto explain the negotiation process. iagnose
negotiation situations and adapttheir behavior to maximize the likelihood o a

successful outcome. Define the behaviors that make up the participants s y e,

suggest alternative behaviors the negotiator can use in order to ex eir s y e
more readily and in more situations.

Personal approaches to conflict, different styles of negotiation, and a vance
techniques for competition and collaboration are riotcovered in is in ro uc ory

module. However, the negotiator should explore experiential activiies or exp oring
conflictand creativity, role playsfor negotiation leadership and anger, an , ove ,

represents a solid game plan for developing flexible negotiation s i s.
.

.

The ability to use and ask questions is a skillthat a negotiator requires i ey are o
be successful in negotiations.
^

We ask questions allthetime but do we askthe rightquestion. ere are a v y

questions that can be asked to elicitthe correctinformation an o gui e an

^

other people. You should practice asking and using a variety o ques ions in
different situations.

.

^

.

OPEN ENDEDQUESTIONS

These questions are riotdesigned to generate a single response
^

butto allowfor identification of areas that will need further ques ioning. ey
effective for getting the other person to open up to you. They are use u

seeking clarification of apoint, ingainingmoreinformationan eyen g
^.

more detailed response;

^

6,

^
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These questions will normally begin with:
.
.
.
.

how?
what?
when?
where?

. why?
. who?

EXAMPLES
.

Whatbudgetconstraints do you have?

.

How do you feelaboutthe property in Brown Street,

.

When do you plan to approach the bank?

.

Where were you planning to send the children to school.

.

Who will you be choosing to. do your convincing.

.

Why do you think that this is a fair offer?

NEGOTIATION STAGES

. information bargaining to focus upon opponents needs and esires
. competitive or power bargaining
. cooperative or share bargaining.

^

^

a,

^

^
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Open questions are to gain information from the other person. ou wari
what his/her opinion is, what hisIherfeelings are and reac ions o you,
CLOSED OR BIPOLARQUESTIONS

Closed questions usually elicit a straightrorward yes .or no or a speciic ans

They are effective for checking details These questions do no a ow or e a o
and therefore place the responsibility on the questioner to main in e
conversation.

These questions should be used when you require little informa ion u

move the communication along. Be careful of the use of these ques ions
overuse can lead the conversation to sound like an interroga ion. ey ne
mixed with other types of questions.

a.

.-^
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EXAMPLE

Doyou intendtosett/eon the 37 October?
Haveyoureadtheadverttsemen4 Iwrote?
LEADING OR DIRECTIONALQUESTIONS

Leading questions are designed to lead the person to a specific path of inquiry orto

make the "right" decision. One must be careful with these questions as they can

alienate or elicita defensive response or cause the person to attack orwithdraw.
EXAMPLES

If/can findapropertythathaseve, ythihgthatyouhaveout/med, wMyoubqy
it from me?

IftheownerwM/eavethedtshwasherwMyouthenbqytheproperty?
LINK QUESTIONS

These questions are designed to link a previous comment, statement or oug ,
made by the person and turn it into a commitment.
EXAMPLE

Bearing mmindthatyousa/dthen tak, hgfr, tooo"sideration, can we "ow .
Shapinq your Future

Inverted tie down which is placed at the beginning of a sentence.

Didn't they, do a/ove!yjob with the/andscapfr, g?
Internal tie down which is placed in the middle of the sentence.
The ownersd/dabve!yjob, didn^they, with the/andsoapfr, g?

Different placement of the t, ^ downsleads to variety and their use is riotso o vious
if mixed.

FEEDBACK QUESTIONS

Feedback questions require you to take a minor objection and fee i ac warm y
ae

F'
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or in a positive lightin the form of a question. These questions are used to clarify an
objection or have the person elaborate on an objection. They will lead you to the rue
objection if used correctly

EXAMPLE

We wanted amuohsma//erb/o0k.

--.

A sina\erb/o0k would bentoeb, Itthts onehasa"/rigro"ridsprfr, k/ersystem
andnotm"ebbw", solt. should"^be aprob/em, should/t?

Whyisitthatyo"wantasma\erb/o0k?Gouldyo, ,elaborate orexp/am your

circumstances tomemoreft, /!V?
or

QUESTION QUESTIONS

This is the technique of answering a question with a question or answering e

question with the rewording of the original question, These questions a ow you o

maintain controlthe person who asks the lastquestion is in controlof e
conversation. Overuse can be irritating and sound as ifyou are repeating ques ions
by rote.

Answering a question with a question allows you to confirm or clarify yqur own

understanding of the other person's answer. Watch lawyers and po iicians, ey use

this method in an attemptto controlan interview or situation orto ensure ey a e
answering the question that has been asked.
It is importantto remember in a negotiation;
Ifwe sayi4 they doubtit!!!/ftheysayitits true. ..,

In order forthem to say it, you must ask questions, questions that Iea o POSiive
answers and agreement. In other words:

. yes! we will list our property with you!
.

yes! we will buy that home!

yes!I will allow you to install a computer on my
. yes! we will go to computer training.

.

desk!

.^

PROBING QUESTIONS

These questions will follow a statement made by the person/s and are esigne o
elicit more information or encourage the person/s to keep on talking,

.^

EXAMPLE

you must haveareason torii9e/ing that way?May/ask whatitis.
F~

you mentionedyour, 7rsthome/"Addaide. Gouldyoute\me afftt/emore
a,

^-

,
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aboutit?

"PIGGYBACK" QUESTIONS

A piggyback question is asking your nextquestion aboutthe person s as answe .

These questions require you to listen and demonstrate, to people that you are
interested in them People will appreciate your attention.
EXAMPLE

Where do you live at the moment? Palm Beach in Sydney.

What do you like most aboutliving in Palm Beach? We like to sail.
Have you been sailing long?
ALTERNATE CHOICE QUESTIONS

These questions offer the personls a choice. They have 2 answers. T ese ques ions
^-,

are the easiest to use and will quickly become a habit. When they become a a i

the questions will come naturally. Learn your alternate choice questions y
practising and rehearsing them. They work!
EXAMPLE

Iwou/dbep/eased to showthatproperty, /ami^eeat

3.00pmtodayorwou/df0.00amtomorrowbemoreco"ve"/e"t.
Howmuohdepositwou/dyoubecomib, table with $7,000
or $7,500?
.^."

INVOLVEMENTQUESTIONS

These questions are questions that the person will have to ask themse ves a er ey
have listed or boughta property withIfrom you. They are designed to have e uyer

moving into the home orthe seller listing their home with you, before it actua y
happens.
EXAMPLE

Mon/ca, whereinthe/owngeroom wouldyou putthe/ounge. Nextto e
^.

fireplaceoroverbythe window?

Wouldyou have a i7re ir, the fireplace durfr, g exhfoitions.

F"

a,

.^
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A tie-down is a question at the end of a sentence orstatementthatdemands a yes
orisolates an objection. Be careful of overuse because people will feelthatyou are

trying to controlthem and continuous use leads to annoyance. 7, ^ downsallowyou
to get commitment to a minor point or overcome a minor objection that will lead to a
major decision being made.

Examples of tie downsare:
. won't you? isn't it? doesn't it?
. wasn't it? couldn't it? wouldn't it?

. shouldn't it? don't you agree? haven't they?
. hasn't heIshe? didn't they? aren't they?
^.~

OTHER EXAMPLES

Thene@hbourhood/stove!y, ts"^it?
The ownershavedo"e'asuperbjob with the landscaping,
haven^they?

I/Oveaseparateentrance, don^you?

There are 3 types of tie down questions. These relate to the
position of the tie down in the sentence.
They are:

STRAIGHT TIE DOWN which is placed at the end of the sentence:
The ownersdida/ove!y/bb with the/ands@aping, didn tthey?

^

.

.

.

.

,

,

.

,

,

This is yet another means to help individuals keep a cool head and pay attention to
the process and the strategy, as wellas the substance of the negotiation. Ifi s no
your'turn'to be angry, the exercise of restraintcan be turned into a POSiive

opportunity to observe whatis going on with a clear eye. No less impo n , ye ing
at each other is riot negotiation;it is confrontation. In those situations there may

possibly be a 'winner' but it is even more likely there will be a loser .
.-~

PURSUE FAIRNESS

If allthe participants view the process as fair, they are more likely to take i serious y
and 'buy into'its result, Moreover, the focus on fairness can have an importan
impacton the substantive result. Ifthe parties to a negotiation can agree on
,^

Q"

-.-
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standards againstwhich elements of the agreement can be measured, itean give
each a face-saving reason for agreeing. Referral to the Base Rate of the other major
lending institutions, an industry standard of marketability, or other common
measures, can validate the agreement the parties reach.

^.

To be considered successful, an agreement must be durable. Parties w o wa away

from the table grumbling may regrettheir commitment and only honori gru ging y.
Ifthey end up looking for excuses to getoutfrom under an unwan e resu , e

gains achieved by the other side may prove to be short-term indeed.
PRESERVETHE RELATIONSHIP

In general, people will try to preserve valued relationships. Nego ia ion is a nori-

adversarial approach to resolving conflictin those relationships. There are no goo

guys " "bad guys, " or"winners/losers. Negotiation is based on equa i y. o o

wields more power or controlthan another does, The individuals i eas, a i u es,
values and objectives are recognized and respected as legitimate. o u ions are
mutually agreed upon.

CONSIDERYOUR BATNA(BESTALTERNATIVETOA NEGOTIATED
AGREEMENT)

Ifyou do riotreach an agreement with the other, does that really make ings worse
for you? When you're selling an antique Rolls Royce and have receive an o er o

$43,250, you know whatanother potential buyer has to do fogetyou intereste^. Of
course, the first offerer may plan to use the carfor chauffeuring we ing pa ies

while a second offerer collects and restores antique cars and preserves em

indoors, In determining you BATNA, a straightforward review of your in eres wi
give you the clearest picture.

Ifyou acceptyour BATNA, you knowwhen you can simply turn your ac on e

negotiations. However, it is importantnottoignoretheotherpartysB e
relative strength of each party's BATNA will determine the balance of power eac
.

can exercise,

An example of the dangers of a confrontational approach, consi er e pro ems
that may arise from this example:
,

.

.,

.
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QUESTION

I'm a logistics manager and have to fly to a supplier in Melbourne nex wee or
material delivery problems. The issue that I have is that my factory in y ney as
had to stop productions because of materialshortages. My company wari
^

negotiate a perday down time payment of $6500 orgo to court. Whatwould be my
best plan in this situation?

^

6n

.--
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ANSWER
^

There are several questions you need to be able to answer:
. Does the Melbournefactory have a contract, which includes a penalty clause
for non-delivery or late delivery?

^

.

Do you have alternative source(s) to keep the Sydney factory in production -

orto reduce the time they are shut down? In other words, whatis your
fallback position?

.

^

Did the Melbourne supplier give you any warning, or is theirfailure to supp y

the goods bad faith? Do they have a problem of supplyIraw materials, labor,

financing? Ifitis any of those issues, can you oryour company step in o
bring them backto productivity on a short- orlong-term basis?
.

How significantfrom a business or personalstandpointis the relationship

between youryour company and the folks in AtIanta? Ifthese are folks with

whom the long-term relationship is important, you should treatthe

negotiation as an episode within that long-term relationship, If it is your

intention to drop them like a hot potato once this issue is resolved, that could

^

influence the approach you take in the negotiation.

. Rather than penalize them for nori-performance, whatincentives can you

^^~

offer them for success?
.

.^

.

When you meetwith them, the most importantthing to do is ask questions
and listen carefully. Ifyou say, "There are two possibilities, I ve got all the
answers. " you risk getting nowhere. Ifthey contribute to the solution, they re
more likely to feelcommitLed to the delivery of whatever they promise.
While the $65001day downtime may be a defensiblefigure, you should

measure it riotonly against how much it is costing your company as regards
the Manila downtime, but also againstthe costofgoing to court. YouIyour

^^

company has done the homework on how much each day costs (the $6500).

Have you also done the homework on how much it could costifyou go o
court? Will going to court speed up your Melbourne supplier s productivi y o
the materials you need? One of the most difficult concerns aboutgoing to
courtis there are no guarantees the ' good guys will win. How much will

your lawyer cost? Can you collectyourlawyersfees and courtcosts from
the opposition ifyou win?
^~.
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Negotiating Credit and Dealing with Common Obstacles to Good Nego ia ion
^..
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QUESTION
^-

Whatare the problems every negotiator hasto overcome?
ANSWER

^

It is dangerous to view every negotiator as having the same problems, Just as
human personalities and cultural traits vary, andjust as there are exceptions to our
expectations about how certain kinds of people will behave in a given situation,
everyone has his/her own negotiation style.

.

.

,

.

,
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.

.

.

.

.
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Here is a shortlist of questions every negotiator should consider as they getready
for or enter into negotiations:
.

Am I prepared? Have Idone my homework aboutwhatllmy company hasto
offer and whatother parties can offer me?

. How importantis the relationship between me and other parties to the
negotiation?
.^

.

Have I distinguished between the interests of both myselfand other parties

and the positions we may adopt? A simpler way to address this is: Whatdo I

wantand WHY do Iwantit? Whatdo 'they' wantand WHY do they wantit.
^

. When would I be better off walking away from this negotiation.
. Do I have a better alternative?

. Whatis the balance of power among the parties?

. Are there creative ways to deal with this issue, rather than falling into the
same old ruts of predictsble approaches?

. Is our approach to negotiation fair? Are we treating each other and each
other's ideas with respect?

. How will we knowwe have reached a durable agreement.
^..

.

How can the parties communicate effectiveIy with each other. Whatsteps

can we take to be sure that we really understand each other.

..

^

^..
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QUESTION

Is there a copy of a managerialIn egotiator"type self-test inclusive of the
,.-.

instructions and answer key that I can take to assess my strengths and
weaknesses?

^

ANSWER

While it is possible to find a variety of self-tests that presume to measure one s

negotiation skills, research has shown uncertainty about legitimate self-test or

analysisforms that really work as a measure of an individuals specific negotiation
style or skills.

Negotiation, by its nature, takes place between two or more parties at interest, whi e

one's understanding of oneselfis of crucial importance, it does riottake accountof
the interpersonal dynamic of a given negotiation or negotiation relationship. Thus,

looking back at your experiences negotiating is likely to give you the cleares pie ure

of whatworksforyou and whatneedsto be improved.

Someone you knowvery wellmay have gotten outofthe wrong side of bed or ave
external issues that make his/her response in a given negotiation appear outof
^-

character. A good negotiator needs to be able to rollwith the punches, and riot

depend of a set menu of rules and tactics that limit his/her capacity to make the deal
work.
^..

In times past, when two property owners had a disagreement, they would hire
knights and wage warto reach a conclusion, Then somebody invented lawyers, an
the problem-solving process became one of waging law. Our society has reac e a
levelofsophistication in which we recognize that the costs of waging war- or

waging law - are terribly high. With the use of good negotiation skills, we ave e
.--

capacity to reach conclusions in a more satisfactory manner. We can wage

.^

.

,

.

Negotiation is most successful when both sides:
.

. recognize
it.

the value of a relationship and have a mutual desire to continue

^..

. participate actively in the process

. show consideration and acceptance of each others perspectives, values,
beliefs and goals.

^-

.
.

separate personality from the issue involved
work together to develop a solution everyone can accept.

.,

P. -
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NEGOTIATION TIPS
^.

Better negotiation will result ifthe negotiator:
. Communicates clearly

. Respects the other person

. Recognizes and clearly define the problem
. Seeks solutions from a variety of sources
. Collaborate to reach a mutual solution
. Is reliable

. Preserves the relationship.

,

.
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It's Friday, David and his mother are arguing once again aboutthe teenager s
weekend curfew. Mrs S has grown increasingly distressed by her son s con inuing

resistance to the ,, pin. curfew she has set. David insists that this is unfair an o

become so angry andfrustrated that they storm off to separate areas oft e ouse o
avoid each other and further conflict.

Effective approach:cornpromtse. Mrs S has retreated to her room to ca in own. is

time to discuss the issue of curfew with David directly. She is careful to listen to
David and to give him time, attention and respect. He can expressfeelings wi ou
fearthat his mother will ignore orrejectthem. David admits that he had grown

frustrated by his mother's seeming lack of respectfor him, causing is anger. rs
and David agree to an ,,:30 p. in. curfew, David had asked for a midnightcu ew, u
settles forthe additional half hour' Mother and son have found a middle groun
solution that both can live with.

,

..

,

.

Larry has been late for work several times in recentweeks. He has aie o urn in

several important projectoutlines on time withoutexplanation or apo ogy, annoying
his employer. Untilrecently, LarrysatLendanceand performancea wor a een
consistent, motivated, and highly productive. Larry s recent behavior has been so
uricharacteristic that his employer decides to confront him, demanding a mee ing

...^

the next day.

Effective approach:consensus. At themeeting, Larryexplains a e as een

caring for his elderly father, who suffersfrom Alzheimers disease. emp ing o

maintain a schedule at home and at work has proven difficult. Larry is concerne
that he will lose his job. Larry's employer reassures him that hisjo is no in
.,

~

. .

,^

F^

jeopardy. However, alternative and more flexible scheduling must be considered to
resolve family-work conflicts. A consensus is sought. The employer values Larry s
training and experience, and Larry values his job and his employers understanding.
Both are willing to discuss options and to try outalternatives that bestserve mutual
needs.

^-

A.

.^.

As life becomes more complex and the world more diverse, your ability to use

negotiation skills becomes more important. Negotiation requires time and patience.
By practicing the negotiation strategies and skills suggested in this publication, you

could make conflictresolution a regular partofyour approach to managing
.^

relationships at home, at work and in the community. Negotiation can serve riotonly
to preserve relationships, but also to continually strengthen and improve them.
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Managing Differences: How to Build Better Relationships at Work and Home, second
edition, ,996, by Daniel Dana (MTI Publications)

..

^
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Daniel Dana (in Handbook of Organizational Consultation edited by Robert
Golembiewski, Marcel Dekker Press)
.^

Getting Disputes Resolved: Designing Systems to Cutthe Costs of Conflict by
William Ury, at al(Harvard Program on Negotiation).
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Ifyou wish to practice your listening, the following exercises will help:
. Tell yourselfeach morning "I must listen better today and do it!!
. Listen to the news on either radio or TV. On completion of the news write
down six items and whatwas said abouteach.

. Write down the most interesting sentence you heard during the day. Build a
collection,

. Pick the bestlistenerin your group and make a listofwhatthey do that
makes them a good listener. Then try to emulate their habits,
,^

.

Pick a song, hearit, write the name of the song, Write down the first 2 lines of

lyrics, nexttime you hearthe song write down the nexttwo lines and so on
untilyou have song written down. Now pick another.
.

Getyourfriend or partner to read a passagefrom a book, recite a poem or

speak a monologuetoyou. You then repeatback as much as you possibly
^.

can. Practice untilyou can repeatthe whole item word perlect.

F~
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Based on whatyou have read sofar, why are communications and perceptions

importantin the negotiation process?
^

,^

When you havefinished compare with the modelanswer below.
MODELANSWER

In negotiation, information is your most importantasset. Whether you are learning
,^

about parties'interests, figuring outwhatis most likely to lead to a wise result, or
determining who's gotwhatto offer, information is whatyou are pursuing,

.^

^

The bestway to gain information is through communication. Researching in a book,
on the web, orthrough conversation allinvolves using fundamental communication
media. In negotiation, and the rest of life, you must remember that you learn more
with your mouth closed and your ears open.
Clear communication using common sense questioning and listening skills is your

bestway for deriving information. Being a good audience is a better way to learn
than being a good presenter.
^.

iteffective communication has taken place, parties perceptions are likely to be
clearer. And the clearer and more comprehensive your perception of whats at issue

and what's going on, the more likely you are to reach a wise agreement.
,-.

.

.
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Whatare the consequences for riotseparating the people from the problem in
negotiation?

When you havefinished compare with the modelanswer below.
,^

MODELANSWER

^

..~

Ifyou view a particular person as 'the problem and allyou wantto do is beam them
away to another planet, the question is whether you have actually solved the real
problem. Confusing a person with 'the problem can lead to an emotional escalation,

which moves the focus away from achieving an appropriate resolution.

Property managers particularly, find themselves dealing with people they have little

reason to trust. The dilemma is that, in spite of the property manager s personal lack

of enthusiasm for people who are bad rent payers, forthe most part he/she must
negotiate with them in order to recover the money owed.
One step you can take is to become a creative schizophrenic: allow one partofyour

personality to be cold and calculating and analytical while another partis engaged

F^

.,

^

^.

^~

in the substance offhe negotiation. The analytical part of your 'split personality' can
feed the involved side of your personality a series of affirmations:I am keeping my
head, In spite of some of the characters with which property managers dealwith,
he/she must behave in a civilized manner.

,-

Sometimes, when you know you're dealing with a truly unsavory character, and

depending on the parameters within which you have to work, minimizing your losses
^

can be viewed as a way to reach a 'winning' result.

Negotiators whofailto separate the people from the problem are often playing a
zero-sum game in that there is a winner and a loser. Focusing on the interests, on
^

the substantive issues at hand, and on creative solutions is far more likely when you

separate the people from the problem. When you succeed at that, you are heading in
the direction of reaching the 'nirvana' of a resultthat makes sense to allthe parties
involved.
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